We provide a systematic study of the rogue-wave dynamics in phase-matched weakly dispersive nonlinear media, which arise either from the parametric mixing or from the stimulated backscattering process, both of which are modeled by the three-wave resonant interaction equations. The explicit rogue-wave solutions up to the second order are presented. These solutions reveal the markedly different vector rogue-wave behaviors of the parametric and the scattering processes. In the degenerate situation where two interacting optical fields share the same group velocity, the sum of the intensities of this pair of optical wave components is spatiotemporally invariant. The close link between the existence of rogue-wave solutions and the presence of baseband modulation instability is confirmed. Finally, numerical simulations confirm that the generation of vector rogue waves is robust in the presence of spontaneous modulation instability activated by quantum noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Three-wave resonant interaction (TWRI) enjoys a prominent status in nonlinear science (e.g., plasma physics, optics, fluid dynamics, and acoustics) [1] [2] [3] . In the optical context, TWRI describes different processes such as parametric amplification, frequency conversion, transient stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and backward or forward stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). As such, TWRI provides the basis for our understanding of diverse pattern-forming systems [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Other important domains of application of TWRI in nonlinear optics are group-velocity pulse control [9] [10] [11] , ultrashort pulse train generation [12] , laser-plasma interaction [13] , and so on.
In the early 1970s, the integrability of the governing equations was established, and soliton solutions were identified (see Ref. [1] , and references therein). These solitons are coherent localized structures that result from a dynamic balance between the energy exchanges due to the nonlinear interaction and the convection due to the group-velocity mismatch [14] . This is in contrast to the case of quadratic solitons, where the energy flow among the waves is counterbalanced by groupvelocity dispersion (GVD) (or diffraction) [15] . Interestingly, TWRI solitons propagate with a common (or locked) velocity, despite the fact that the three waves travel with different linear group velocities before the reciprocal trapping [9, 10, 16] . This property makes such solitons very alluring in applications, since the walk-off caused by group-velocity mismatch, which usually limits the parametric frequency conversion efficiency, can be circumvented by nonlinear coupling. Moreover, when two optical waves are coupled to an acoustic wave via the SBS process, TWRI solitons may permit light to considerably slow down [10] .
TWRIs can be conveniently classified according to the signs of the nonlinear coupling coefficients, as well as the * cshua@seu.edu.cn † philippe.grelu@u-bourgogne.fr ordering of the linear group velocities of each component wave. As discussed in Ref. [1] , depending on these parameters, TWRIs may feature either soliton exchange (SE) dynamics (usually termed parametric three-wave mixing in the context of nonlinear optics) or stimulated backscattering (SB). TWRI may also exhibit an explosive behavior in that the coupled waves may develop a singularity-or collapse-in a finite time. Obviously, interactions of different types display very different behaviors. For instance, in the SE situation, velocitylocked solitons possess bright structures [16] , whereas in the SB situation their dark counterparts would appear [17] .
Quite interestingly, it has been recently pointed out that, besides velocity-locked traveling solitons, TWRI equations also admit families of spatiotemporally localized solutions-also known as rogue waves (RWs). In Ref. [18] , fundamental RW solutions were presented for SE-type interactions, modeling the sudden appearance of amplitude peaks in a basic multicomponent nonlinear wave system, whose dynamics cannot be apprehended within the more familiar scalar nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation framework. Recently, the intriguing dynamics of "watch-hand-like super-rogue waves" were demonstrated to occur in such a resonant three-wave mixing process [19] . These super-RWs exhibit a relative robustness even in the presence of white-noise-like perturbations, as well as a nonoverlapping distribution property, hence facilitating their forthcoming experimental observation and diagnostics.
From the fundamental point of view, RWs are deterministic since they obey partial-differential equations, and their appearance results from the evolution of a given dynamical system from well-defined initial conditions [20] . However, in a natural environment such as the ocean, as well as in most experimental optical systems [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , the manifestation of RWs remains inherently unpredictable, up to the point that RWs are deemed to appear from nowhere and disappear without a trace [26] [27] [28] . This peculiar feature comes from a large sensitivity of RW evolution with respect to their initial excitation conditions. Such sensitivity is typically exacerbated in any realistic environment, where RWs can be triggered from noise among chaotic wave fields. The apparent unexpectedness of RWs can also be approached mathematically from their rational function expression, which is localized in both space and time. Nevertheless, the slow decay of the tails of a RW means that it remains of significant magnitude at large distances from its peak (or bottom), thus effectively sensing a major portion of the spatiotemporal domain. In support of this understanding, recent theoretical works have underlined the close relationship between RWs and baseband modulation instability (MI), namely, MI whose bandwidth comprises components of arbitrarily low frequency [29] . To understand the complexity of RW manifestations in a natural environment with random initial conditions, high-order RWs should be considered too. Indeed, RWs can be mathematically expressed by a hierarchy of rational functions that remain localized both in space and in time.
Echoing the multidisciplinary diffusion of soliton concepts a few decades ago, RW investigation is now flourishing in many fields of science, for instance, in hydrodynamics [30, 31] , capillary waves [32] , plasma physics [33] , nonlinear optics [21] [22] [23] [24] 34] , and Bose-Einstein condensation [35] . It has been recently extended from scalar systems [36] [37] [38] to coupled vector (or multicomponent) wave systems [29, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , hence providing additional new perspectives on the rogue-wave nature.
In this work, we provide a systematic study of TWRI RWs that arise from either the SE or the SB process. Explicit RW solutions up to the second order are derived, suggesting that markedly different RW behaviors are actually allowed by the different types of mixing processes. RW dynamics in the degenerate situation of equal-velocity waves is also investigated. The link between the existence of RW solutions and the presence of baseband MI is once again reasserted. Besides, we provide numerical evidences for the robustness of the generation of the considered RW patterns in spite of the presence of a background MI.
II. EXACT ROGUE-WAVE SOLUTIONS
The TWRI equation that governs the propagation of three coupled waves, perfectly phase matched in a weakly dispersive nonlinear medium, can be written in dimensionless form [1, 16, 18] ,
where u n (x,t) (n = 1,2,3) are the slowly varying complex envelopes of the three fields. From a physical standpoint, these fields may denote pump, signal, and idler optical waves in the parametric mixing process that occurs in a quadratic medium [1, 4, 5] , or describe the SBS (SRS) process where the optical pump wave scatters off a material acoustic (optical) phonon wave to form the Stokes wave [2, 6, 7] . We denote the time and space variables by t and x. As in Ref. [18] , time t here is assumed to be the evolution variable. Subscripts x ant t stand for partial derivatives, and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugation. The coefficients V n correspond to the relative group velocities of the three waves and we suppose V 1,2 > V 3 . Without loss of generality, we set V 3 = 0, which implies that Eqs. (1) are written in a reference frame comoving with u 3 .
The above choice of signs before the quadratic terms is indicative of the nonexplosive character of the interaction [1] . Basically, as V 1 > V 2 , the interaction features the SE property. On the other hand, the condition V 1 < V 2 corresponds to the SB process. We will show that in either situation, Eqs. (1) admit exact RW solutions because of their complete integrability and the nonexplosive property.
Considering the resonant conditions for the frequencies and momenta, the initial plane-wave seeds which satisfy Eqs. (1) can be expressed as
where
with a n (>0) being the respective background heights. For convenience, we use A = 1 a 2 , and δ = ω 1 − ω 2 . We note that these coupled background fields are intrinsically unstable [17] , and as a result, a tiny localized deformation may lead to the generation of RWs.
By exploiting the standard Darboux transformation procedure [42, 43] , we obtain the fundamental (first-order) RW solutions of Eqs. (1),
Here and for later use, we define the parameters β n as β n =
The specific spectral parameter λ 0 in Eqs. (5) is the complex root (with a nonzero imaginary part) of the discriminant condition
under which the cubic equation
will have a double root μ 0 . Here
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Let us point out that Eqs. (5) apply to either the SE process or the SB process. Generally, one can solve Eq. (6) analytically for λ 0 , and then solve exactly the cubic equation (7) for μ 0 , even with B = 0, although in most cases these formulas are quite lengthy. Naturally, substitution of the values of λ 0 and μ 0 into Eqs. (5) results in the fundamental RW dynamics that we shall demonstrate in Sec. III. We find that the RW solutions for V 1 > V 2 could exist in the whole regime |δ| < +∞, while those for V 1 < V 2 (in this case, A < 0) only exist in the limited regime where
One can recall that the vector Manakov system with normal dispersion also entails a parametric condition similar to Eq. (10) for the existence of RWs [29, 43] .
Once the parameters λ 0 and μ 0 are known, the general second-order RW solutions can be cast in the following compact form:
,
2φ 2 , and γ s (s = 1,2,3,4) being four arbitrary complex constants (termed structural parameters). The other parameters φ, ϕ, and g in Eqs. (12)- (14) are defined by
In the present paper, we will also demonstrate the RW triplet dynamics in both the SE and SB situations, which are based on the exact second-order solutions (11) .
III. DIVERSE ROGUE-WAVE DYNAMICS
Let us first discuss the fundamental RW dynamics provided by Eqs. (5), in either the SE or the SB regime. Next we shall demonstrate the intriguing properties of RW triplets in both regimes. For clarity of the underlying physics, we confine our discussions within the simple parametric condition B = 0, which implies
Under these circumstances, it follows from Eqs. (6) and (7) that
where the parameter η is given by
It is easily seen that, as V 1 > V 2 (noting that A > 0), the value of η will be real for |δ| √ A/2 ≡ δ h , but it becomes complex when |δ| > δ h . However, as V 1 < V 2 (which means A < 0), η will always be real in the regime |δ| 2 √ −A ≡ δ m . We can see that as δ > δ m , the RW solutions will be forbidden in the latter case, according to the parameter condition (10) . Besides, we note that both solutions (5) and (11) involve structures which are independent of the parameter κ. For this reason, we will always assume κ = 0 in our numerical examples given below.
A. Fundamental rogue waves
Therefore, by use of Eqs. (22) and (23), the fundamental RW solutions (5) can be reduced to their most explicit forms. Specifically, in the SB situation or in the SE situation with |δ| δ h , RW solutions can be expressed as
2 )ν, and
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Otherwise, for the SE case with a large frequency difference |δ| δ h , our solutions take the form
ιδ 2 − A are the real and imaginary parts of η, respectively. The plus-minus sign in m means that there are two possible RW structures which could coexist for the same given initial plane-wave parameters [41] . In the following, we will take the positive sign for m, unless otherwise stated.
We need to emphasize that the above analytic solutions (25) and (27) have been translated along the t axis, so that their center is exactly on the origin. Besides, these solutions have been expressed as a ratio of second-order polynomials, with the real and imaginary parts being clearly separated. This series of operations may help to understand the wave characteristics in a straightforward manner. For instance, one can find directly from Eqs. (25) that the relative amplitudes of three RW components at the origin are given by
where we define E n = 1 a n |u [1] n (0,0)| (n = 1,2,3). In the same way, we obtain from Eqs. (27) directly another set of relative central amplitudes
Obviously, the central amplitudes given by Eqs. (28) and (29) depend on the frequency difference δ. For illustration, we display in Fig. 1 (4) and (21) . For the sake of brevity, here and in what follows, unless otherwise stated, we only take the positive domain δ > 0 (i.e., ω 1 > ω 2 ) into account. The problem in the negative domain δ < 0 can be treated along similar lines. As can be seen from Fig. 1(a) , in the SB situation the RW components u 1 and u 2 have a vanishing central amplitude at δ = δ a , and on the other hand, the third wave amplitude u 3 vanishes at δ = δ b , where
Also, in the SE case, we find from Fig. 1(b) that the components u 2 and u 3 have a central amplitude vanishing at δ = δ d and δ c , respectively, where
It is worth noting that, if we chose a minus sign for m, then it will be the field component u 1 , rather than u 2 , that becomes zero at δ = δ d . In addition, Fig. 1(a) shows further that the RW states are totally forbidden to occur in the SB process as soon as δ > δ m . As a matter of fact, different types of fundamental RW structures do appear as δ is varied, because the latter is closely related to the values of the central amplitude of each field component. As in previous works, we may define a RW to be bright (Peregrine-type [36] ) whenever its peak amplitude at the center is more than twice the background height [30, 39] . Naturally, we refer to their cousins-RWs with one single hole on a nonzero background-as being dark [40, 43] . Of particular interest is the black RW, which corresponds to a special dark RW whose intensity exactly falls to zero at the dip center. For convenience of our subsequent discussion, we may also loosely identify RW states with a double-peak-double-dip structure as intermediate waves.
In the frame of the above phenomenological descriptions, we find that in the SB case [see Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(a) . The left column shows the surface plots, while the right column shows the corresponding contour distributions. as δ a < δ < δ b , and finally dark-dark-dark (DDD) structures as δ b δ < δ m . Particularly, at δ = δ a , dark-dark-bright (DDB) RW structures appear, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , using otherwise identical background parameters as in Fig. 1(a) . Obviously, the first two field components exhibit a black structure, whereas the third component is of a bright nature, with its peak amplitude reaching just twice the background height.
On the other hand, in the SE case [see Fig. 1(b) ], one finds that the three RW components are of the bright-brightdark (BBD) type as δ δ c , or BDB as δ δ d , but remain bright-bright-intermediate (BBI) or BIB as δ c < δ < δ d . As an illustration, we demonstrate in Fig. 3 the RW states for δ = δ c (left column) and for δ = δ d (right column), respectively, with the other background parameters kept unchanged. It is seen that at either δ = δ c or δ = δ d , there are always two RW components which feature bright structures. However, the third field amplitude |u 3 | in the former case and the second amplitude |u 2 | in the latter case have a black wave structure. Furthermore, as one can prove, the three RW components at δ = δ h , corresponding to the blue cross in Fig. 1(b) , are of the bright-bright-bright (BBB) type, all with a peak amplitude equal to just twice the background height. We should point out that for δ = δ h and B = 0, the cubic equation (7) has a triple zero root. As discussed in Ref. [18] , in this special SE case the fundamental RW dynamics can be expressed in terms of a more general solution (involving additional structures such as RW doublets) than the one which is reported in Eqs. (5). Fig. 1(b) .
Therefore, we may conclude the following: in the SB situation, at least two RW components will be dark as δ δ a (see Fig. 2 ), whereas in the SE case, there are at least two RW fields which are bright (see Fig. 3 ). The markedly different RW dynamics in the SB and SE cases are analogous to what occurs for RWs of the Manakov system when considering the defocusing and focusing situations (or equivalently the normal and anomalous GVD situations), respectively [29, 42, 43] . Since the behaviors shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) exhibit different dynamical characteristics in the SE and SB cases, one may naturally ask whether the TWRI equations (1) admit exact RW solutions in the degenerate case V 2 = V 1 .
To this end, we merely consider the simple case B = 0, which implies that a 2 = a 1 [according to Eq. (21), with the assumption of V 2 = V 1 ]. We find that the TWRI equations (1) do admit the fundamental RW solutions in this degenerate situation. These very special solutions can be obtained from Eqs. (25) by taking the limit V 2 → V 1 in the SB case, with the resultant form given by and 3, respectively. According to our denominations above, they correspond to IIB structures, which are displayed in Fig. 4 . Note that the first two wave components do feature a double-peak-double-dip structure around the origin: in both components, deformations to the background appear with opposite symmetry. In particular, we find that
, namely, the sum of the first two wave intensities is spatiotemporally invariant. This holds true even for B = 0 (or a 1 = a 2 ), in which case the three RW components can be of the BDB or DBB type. This dynamical property is completely different from what occurs in the SE or SB scenario, where this sum is not conserved. Such a property may be linked to the related behavior of the sine-Gordon equation [47] , but further investigation is needed.
We should point out that the solutions (32) cannot be derived from Eqs. (25) or (27) in the SE situation, in the limit of V 2 → V 1 . This fact further confirms that RW states in the SB and SE situations work in a distinctly different manner. On a qualitative level, we find that, when compared with the degenerate case, the nondegenerate situation favors the presence of elongated asymmetric RW structures, which culminate in the so-called watch-hand-like RWs; see, for example, Fig. 1 in Ref. [19] .
B. Rogue-wave triplets
In comparison with the fundamental RWs of Sec. III A, the second-order RW solutions (11) may exhibit a great variety of complex patterns [19, 31, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Here, for brevity, we shall exclusively address the triplet dynamics, with the assumption B = 0. In this case, the values of λ 0 and μ 0 are explicitly given by Eqs. (22) and (23) . We show that these RW triplets will have almost the same dynamics as the corresponding fundamental RW solutions. Specifically, in the SB situation, rogue triplets also exhibit IIB, DDI (including DDB), or DDD structures in the regime δ < δ a , δ a δ < δ b , or δ b δ < δ m , respectively. Quite differently, in the SE situation these triplets will be BBD as δ δ c or BDB as δ δ d , but BBI or BIB (including BBB) as δ c < δ < δ d .
To give some specific examples, we illustrate in Fig. 5 the DDB triplets for the SB case (left column) and the BDB triplets for the SE case (right column), by using identical background parameters as in Figs. 2 and 3 (right) , respectively. In both situations, the structural parameters are taken to be the same, i.e., γ 1 = 5, γ 2 = 1, and γ 3 = γ 4 = 0. It is clear that the three field components have the same evolution characteristics as in Figs. 2 and 3 (right) , apart from each having a triplet feature in the present case. We point out that the three constituents of each triplet are usually held in a triangle position, but their layout is not fixed, and it can change with the values of the four structural parameters γ s .
Interestingly, in the degenerate situation (V 2 = V 1 ) the second-order RW solutions can also be obtained from Eqs. (11) by taking the limit V 2 → V 1 , once again by considering the SB case. Moreover, the sum of intensities |u 1 | 2 + |u 2 | 2 is still maintained constant, and it remains equal to a Fig. 4 , while the four structural parameters are specified by γ 1 = 5, γ 2 = 1, and γ 3 = γ 4 = 0.
C. Energy exchange
Let us simply comment on the energy exchanges among the three RW components [5, 16, 18, 19] . We recall that Eqs. (1) represent an infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian dynamical system that obeys the conservation laws or Manley-Rowe relations
where 1,2,3 ) define the effective energy of the three-wave components at a certain given time. By effective energy we mean that the energy is renormalized with respect to the constant background. As examples, we plot in Fig. 7 . One can verify that these RWs, no matter how complex their structures are and no matter which process they result from, always obey the energy relation I 1 = I 3 = −I 2 , which in general implies that important energy exchanges occur among the three-wave components. This is naturally expected in phase-matched parametric processes, in marked contrast to the case of coupled NLS equations where energy exchanges are excluded, except when additional coupling effects, such as four-wave mixing, are present. However, as one can see from Fig. 7 , the RWs in the SB situation, either of the fundamental or triple nature, involve a less drastic energy flow than in the SE situation.
On the other hand, if we define the effective pulse energy at a given spatial position as P n (x) = 
It is easily concluded from Eq. (34), with V 3 = 0 and the boundary conditions being taken into account, that whenever the first two RW components have a zero pulse energy, i.e., P 1 = P 2 = 0, still the third wave may exhibit a nonzero evolution of energy P 3 with distance. As far as this property is concerned, one can refer to Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) in Ref. [19] .
D. Rogue-wave existence and baseband MI
The parametric condition for the RW existence can also be contrasted with the recently developed baseband-MI conjecture, which asserts that RWs can manifest only when nonzero MI gain is available for arbitrarily low modulation frequencies. This conjecture has been validated for several integrable nonlinear systems [29] .
To check this, we add small-amplitude Fourier modes to the plane-wave solutions (2), and express them as
, where p n and q n are small amplitudes of the Fourier modes, and the parameters and μ are assumed to be positive and complex, respectively [17, 19, 29, 40, 48] . A substitution of these perturbed plane-wave solutions into Eqs. (1) followed by linearization yields the dispersion relation
We expect that the baseband MI, corresponding to → 0, is the prerequisite of RW formation [29] . Generally, MI requires a nonzero imaginary part of μ. In the baseband limit (i.e., letting = 0), Eq. Eq. (35) always permits a pair of complex conjugate roots in the whole regime of δ, whereas for V 1 < V 2 (the SB case), it only supports complex roots when the parameter condition (10) is fulfilled, suggesting that the baseband-MI conjecture is once again validated when contrasted with the analytical derivation. To give an illustration of the SB case, we show in Fig. 8(a) the existence regime of RWs in the parameter space (a 2 ,δ), by solving Eq. (35) with = 0, V 1 = 1, V 2 = 4, and a 1 = 2. It is clear that as a 2 = 1, the maximum value of δ for the RW existence is around 3.26, agreeing well with the analytical value δ m = 4 √ 2/3 shown in Fig. 1(a) . To gain more insight from the baseband-MI conjecture, we numerically solved the sextic equation (35) , and plot in Fig. 8(b) the growth rate of the MI gain, defined by γ = Im(μ), versus the modulation frequency and the frequency difference δ. The other parameters are specified by V 1 = 1, V 2 = 4, a 1 = 2, and a 2 = 1. It is seen that the MI map consists of baseband and passband domains, but only the baseband one may lead to the generation of RWs.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Lastly, we performed extensive numerical simulations in order to study the evolution dynamics of TWRI RWs in either the degenerate or nondegenerate situation, based on the standard split-step Fourier method [19, 40, 43] . As in Ref. [19] , our numerical code has reproduced the analytical solutions very well. Here we are primarily concerned with the stability of these TWRI RWs with respect to background broadband noise sources (e.g., quantum noise), an issue that may interest the general soliton community. In fact, recent work has demonstrated that the recurrent behavior (or FermiPasta-Ulam recurrence) of Akhmediev breather solutions of the scalar NLS equation may eventually break down in the presence of competing spontaneous noise-activated MI [49] . To this end, we perturbed the initial deterministic RW profiles by small amounts of white noise, and inspected whether the RWs generation is still observed in the presence of the competing spontaneous MI.
To be specific, we multiplied the real and imaginary parts of all the three field components u n at sufficient negative times (where the RW solution is almost imperceptible) by a factor [1 + εr i (x)] (i = 1, . . . ,6), respectively, where r i are six uncorrelated random functions uniformly distributed in the and the DDB triplets occurring in the SB situation (right column), perturbed by a noise intensity of ε = 10 −6 and 10 −7 , respectively. Their corresponding unperturbed versions (i.e., the numerical results without white-noise perturbations) are the same as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 (left column). As seen, in the presence of a tiny perturbation, either the fundamental or the second-order RWs can still propagate very neatly for a rather long time, till eventually the spontaneous MI of the background fields grows up. Usually, when a larger noise intensity is adopted, noise-induced MI tends to interfere more strongly with the trailing edge of the RWs. Yet, in spite of the intrinsic instability of the background, the RWs themselves are typically robust enough to fully develop [19, 40, 41, 43] . Indeed, the RW generation process may be thought of as induced MI, which is generally prevailing over spontaneous MI at least over relatively short propagation distances.
On the other side, one can also compare the numerical simulations with the MI analysis, if the same initial planewave parameters are used. We note that in Fig. 8(b) , when δ = δ a = 2, the maximum gain (green cross) corresponds to a modulation frequency of 2.41. In the meantime, in Fig. 9 (right column) where we used the same initial parameters, it is shown that the period of the MI-induced waves is around 32/12, corresponding to a modulation frequency of 3π/4 2.36, almost the same as revealed in the MI analysis. Obviously, this good consistency further confirms the soundness of our numerical results.
In order to see whether the deterministic RW solutions could indeed be excited in realistic random initial field conditions, we performed additional numerical simulations where we only added initial white noise on top of the plane-wave solutions (2) directly. That is, we considered the case of spontaneously induced MI with no initial deterministic seed. A typical example of our results is provided in Fig. 10 , where we used identical parameters as in Fig. 9 (left column), except for the initial wave profiles which are now different. It is clearly seen that, after a propagation of 25 time units or so, the RWs in the degenerate situation, which manifest themselves by the IIB structures, could still be generated from a random wave field; see the wave patterns encircled by a black line. In fact, one can see many similar IIB structures in this portion of the sea of waves. We have ringed just a few of them for illustrative purposes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, in this work we presented a systematic study of the complex RW dynamics that originates either from the SE process in phase-matched weakly dispersive quadratic media or the SB process in transient stimulated scattering. The explicit RW solutions up to the second order to the TWRI equations are given, revealing that markedly different vector RW behaviors are allowed by the different resonant interaction processes. Specifically, in the SB situation, there may exist two or three RW components which can be dark, while in the SE situation, there are usually two or three RW components that would be bright, each holding true for both the fundamental and the triplet dynamics. Besides, within the framework of the energy exchange, the RWs in the SB situation exhibit a less drastic energy flow than in the SE situation.
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We also demonstrate the RW dynamics in the degenerate situation, where two interacting optical fields share the same group velocity. It is revealed that the sum of the intensities of this pair of optical wave components is spatiotemporally invariant, a property somehow linked to the related behavior of the sine-Gordon equation [47] . This dynamical property is completely different from what occurs in the pure SE or SB scenario, where this sum is not conserved.
The link between the existence of RW solutions and the presence of baseband MI is then reasserted, by an analysis of the MI gain map in the SB situation. We show once again that, although the MI consists of baseband and passband domains, only the baseband one is responsible for the generation of RWs [29] . In this regard, the baseband-MI theory could offer an alternative method for calculating the parametric conditions for the existence of RWs.
We finally performed extensive numerical simulations to confirm the possible manifestation of these vector RWs in the presence of background white-noise perturbations. We show that the RWs in TWRI systems can be robust enough to develop in spite of the onset of spontaneous MI. The numerical excitation of RW states from a random wave field was also demonstrated. In view of the importance and universality of the TWRI model in physics [1] , we anticipate that our findings, either from analytical predictions or from numerical simulations, may provide a deeper understanding of RW phenomena occurring in resonant optical media [4, 5] and laser-plasma interactions [13] , as well as in fluid dynamics (e.g., capillary-gravity waves) [50] .
